
SP/SPA
Stainless Steel Submersible pumps

Visions & Values

“It is the Vision of the Company to achieve our

Corporate Mission by providing quality and 

innovative products and services that give our 

customers complete satisfaction, through 

well-motivated, high performing and well 

rewarded people. 

We achieve this by developing a caring, 

enjoyable stimulating and challenging working 

environment, incorporating all our Values”

Sustainable Development

“Sustainable development is a key concept at

Grundfos. It is vital that our products demonstrate

respect for the environment, especially in terms 

of energy consumption and use of materials.”
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Stainless Steel Submersible Pumps SPA/SP

Built to the very highest standards, GRUNDFOS SP stainless steel

submersible pumps offer users the high efficiency and long life

the keys to cost-effective borehole water supply. Precision made

fabricated stainless steel components - like impellers which

provide a low rotating mass - coupled with high standards of

engineering combine to ensure quiet, smooth and vibration-free

running. Rubber is used for impeller neckrings and shaft bear-

ings, providing high resistance to wear.

The standard range of SP pumps employs grade 304 stainless

steel for most major components, but for applications requiring

a higher degree of corrosion resistance the SP‘N’ version can be

specified in which case the components are manufactured from

316 stainless steel.

Performance 50Hz

Features:
� Flows from 0.20 to 280 m³h (0.9 to 1030gpm)

� Heads up to 620 metres (2132ft)

� Special higher head versions are available on request.

� Grade 304 stainless steel for most major components

� SP‘N’ version can be specified in 316 stainless steel.

� Single phase motors are supplied with a control box.

� All pumps are supplied complete with a cable joint kit. 



Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP1A
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Stainless steel Submersible pumps SP2A
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Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP3A
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Stainless steel Submersible pumps SP5A

SP-6



Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP8A

SP-7
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Stainless steel Submersible pumps SP14A

SP-8



Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP17
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Stainless steel Submersible pumps SP17
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Stainless steel Submersible pumps SP17
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Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP30

SP-12



Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP30

SP-13
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Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP46
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Stainless steel Submersible pumps SP46
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Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP46

SP-16
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Stainless steel Submersible pumps SP60
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Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP60
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Stainless steel Submersible pumps SP60
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Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP77
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Stainless steel Submersible pumps SP77
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Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP77

SP-22
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Stainless steel Submersible pumps SP95
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Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP95

SP-23



Stainless steel Submersible pumps SP95
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Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP125
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Stainless steel Submersible pumps SP125
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Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP125

SP-28



Stainless steel Submersible pumps SP160
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Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP160

SP-30
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Stainless steel Submersible pumps SP160
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Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP215

SP-32



Stainless steel Submersible pumps SP215
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Stainless Steel submersible Pumps SP215

SP-34
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Stainless steel Submersible pumps SPA/SP

SP-35

INSTALLATION

Do not remove terminal box covers, electrical cables or

any other electrical protective covering without first

ensuring that the electrical supply is suitably isolated 

and cannot be switched on.

Do not attempt to supply electricity to the pump with-

out ensuring that all electrical fittings, cables and enclo-

sures are intact and suitably electrically isolated from

human touch during operation.

Always use proprietary lifting equipment when lifting

submersible pumps.  The weight of SP pumps is marked

on a label which is attached to the pump packaging.

When lifting pumps ensure that the pump is adequately sup-

ported along it's length to prevent bending of the pump.

It is recommended that SP submersible pumps be completely

submerged during operation.

Where the water level in a borehole or well can fall below the

1m minimum water level required above the pump inlet port it

is recommended that a low-level cut-out is fitted.

To ensure an adequate cooling velocity flow over the motor

where a pump is installed vertically or horizontally in a lake,

sump or large diameter well, a flow sleeve must be fitted over

the motor and inlet of the pump so that all the pumped water

flows over the motor before entering the pump inlet.  The flow

sleeve internal diameter should be sized for the minimum

operating duty flow rate and the arrangement must ensure

that the motor receives a constant flow of cooling water and

that sediment/ochre does not settle on the outside of the sta-

tor shell. Minimum water velocity 0.15 m/s

All 4", 6" and 8" motors can be installed horizontally.  The

pump and motor must be adequately supported along the

entire length of the unit and must not be subjected to bending

stress but the centre section of the motor must receive an

unimpeded flow of cooling water. 

Grundfos 4” MS and 6” motors (up to 30kW)

The submersible motor is a 2 pole squirrel cage induction

motor of the canned rotor type. Standard Grundfos motors are

made of stainless steel to BS 1449 Grade 304 S15.  The stator is

encapsulated with synthetic resin and hermetically sealed in

stainless steel.

Enclosure Class: IP58.

Insulation Class B:Grundfos 4" motors.

Insulation Class F: Grundfos 6" motors.

The stainless steel shaft is carried by two radial bearings.  The

thrust bearing which takes up the axial load of the pump is

located in the bottom of the motor casing.  The rotor chamber

is filled with a water/glycol liquid from our works which lubri-

cates all bearings and protects the motor against frost damage

down to -20°C.

Grundfos MMS 6”, 8”, 10” and 11” motors (45kW to 190kW)

Franklin 6” and 8” motors (from 30kW to 150kW)

The MMS motors are rewindable and are of stainless and

coated cast iron construction. These motors are used on larger

pump and motor applications

Mercury 12” motor (185kW)

This motor is offered in conjunction with the largest sizes of

the SP215 range.

Starting

Motors should not be started more than 20 times per hour.

The motor may be used with a frequency converter, providing

the motor is derated by 10% and a Grundfos flow shroud fitted

to ensure an adequate cooling flow velocity over the motor.

Motor Protection

The motor must be connected to a contactor starter incorporat-

ing no voltage release, overload protection and for three phase

motors phase failure protection (single phase prevention).  For

direct on line starters the overload unit should be adjusted to

trip out at the motor full load current as shown on the motor

rating plate, under no circumstances should the overload be set

to a higher value.

Single phase motors -Control Boxes

These control boxes are essential for motor operation and

should be used in conjunction with either a manual On/Off

switch or an automatically controlled starter as required.

Two types are available: 

SSAA--SSPPMM22    ffoorr  ssiinnggllee  pphhaassee  

00..3377kkWW,,  00..5555kkWW,,  

00..7755kkWW  mmoottoorrss

This has a pressure die cast

aluminium housing with a 

removable lid for access to 

the electrical connections. 

A canister containing starting 

relay, starting capacitor, one 

manual and one automatic 

reset Klixon overload unit, 

plugs into the main terminal 

box housing. Protected to IP54. 

SSAA--SSPPMM33  

ffoorr  ssiinnggllee  pphhaassee

11..11kkWW,,  11..55kkWW,,  22..22kkWW  mmoottoorrss

This has an extruded 

aluminium housing with a 

removable lid and a pull-out

base plate. Mounted on the 

base plate are: starting relay, 

starting capacitor, operating 

capacitor, one manual and 

one automatic reset Klixon 

overload unit, protected to

IP42. 

MTP75 Controller (three phase motors)

This controller is designed for use with M4” and 6” submersible

motors which incorporate a built-in temperature transmitter

‘Tempcon’. This is a standard feature on MS6000 motors and is

available as an optional extra on MS4000 (4”) motors.

CU3 Control Unit (three phase motors)

The CU3 control unit is a microprocessor controlled device

designed for control and protection of the Grundfos MS6000

6in. submersible motors. Details are available upon request.
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Horizontal Operation

Pumps fitted with 4” or 6” motors may be operated horizontally

and 8in./10in. motors can be supplied for horizontal operation if

necessary. MMS motors are for vertical operation only.

The pump and motor must be adequately supported along the

entire length of the unit and must not be subjected to bending

stress, but the centre section of the motor must receive an

unimpeded flow of cooling water.

Cable

Neoprene sheathed 4 core cables are available ranging in size

from 1.5-25mm2.

Cable Strapping

Consists of 7.5 metre length of punched rubber strapping and 16

stainless steel buttons and is ideal for securing the drop cable,

water level indicator tube and electrode cables to the rising

main. SP submersible pumps must be completely submerged

during operation, it is recommended that a low level cut-out

electrode is fitted in cases where low water level, in a borehole

or well, is a problem.

Borehole Electrodes

Units can be supplied comprising controller, shrouded borehole

electrodes and electrode cable to give level control between two

liquid levels or high/low level alarm in a borehole application

where water level is a problem.

Pump Shrouding

In cases where a pump is to be installed vertically or horizontally

in a lake, sump or large diameter well, a full pipe shroud must

be fitted over pump and motor, so that all the pumped water

enters the motor end of the shroud and passes over the motor

before entering the pump inlet. This arrangement ensures that

the motor receives a constant flow of cooling 

SP-36

Stainless Steel Submersible Pumps SPA/SP

CONSTRUCTION

Pos. Components Materials Standard N-version

1 Valve casing Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

1d O-ring NBR

2 Valve cup Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

3 Valve seat Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

3a Lower valve seat retainer Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

3b Upper valve seat retainer Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

4 Intermediate chamber Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

6b Lower bearing Stainless steel/NBR 
1.4301 304 1.4401 316

7 Neck ring NBR/PPS

8 Intermediate bearing NBR

8a Spacing washer for stop ring Carbon/graphite HY22 in PTFE mass

8b Stop ring Stainless steel 1.4401 316 1.4401 316

10 Bottom intermediate
chamber with stop ring Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

11 Split cone nut Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 31

11c Nut for stop ring Stainless steel 1.4401 316 1.4401 316

12 Split cone Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

13 Impeller Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

14 Suction interconnector Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

15 Strainer Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

16 Shaft Stainless steel 1.4057 431 1.4460 329

17 Strap Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

18 Cable guard Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

19 Nut for strap Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

24 Coupling Stainless steel 1.4460 329 1.4460 329

39 Spring for valve cup Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

70 Valve guide Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316

71 Washer Stainless steel 1.4401 316 14401 316

72 Wear ring Stainless steel 1.4301 304 1.4401 316



GGRRUUNNDDFFOOSS  PPUUMMPPSS  LLTTDD    

SSoouutthh::  

Grovebury Road, 

Leighton Buzzard, 

Beds LU7 4TL 

Tel: 01525 850000 

Fax: 01525 850011

Spares: Tel: 01525 775401

Fax: 01525 370625

NNoorrtthh::  

Gawsworth Court , 

Risley Road, Risley

Warrington, Cheshire WA3 6NJ 

Tel: 01925 813300 

Fax: 01925 830014

Service (Repairs): Tel: 01925 838527

Fax: 01925 811658

SSccoottllaanndd//NN..IIrreellaanndd  ::  

Fleming Road, Kirkton Campus, 

Livingston

West Lothian, Scotland 

EH54 7BN 

Tel: 01506 461666 

Fax: 01506 461555

e-mail: uk-sales@grundfos.com

www.grundfos.com
It is the continuing policy of Grundfos to develop and improve our products 

and we reserve the right to amend prices and specifications without prior notice.
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